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STRANGE QUARKS IN NUCLEI

Carl B. DOVER

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973, USA

ABSTRACT

We survey the field of strange particle nuclear physics, starting with the spec-
troscopy of strangeness 5 = — 1 A hypernuclei, proceeding to an interpretation
of recent data on S = — 2 A A hypernuclear production and decay, and finishing
with some speculations on the production of multi-strange nuclear composites
(hypernuclei or "strangelets") in relativistic heavy ion collisions.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this talk, we explore the strangeness (S) degree of freedom in nuclei.
We start with a discussion of S = —1 hypernuclei, which consist of a single hy-
peron (A or S) embedded in the nuclear medium. Recent (TT+,K+) data from
Brookhaven have revealed the single particle states of the A as a function of
mass number A. These are interpreted in terms of a A-nucleus mean field the-
ory, yielding the A-nucleus well depth, spin-orbit potential, and effective mass.
Prospects for qualitative advances in hypernuclear spectroscopy depend on the
possibility of performing experiments with good energy resolution (AE < 0.5
MeV). We discuss the motivation for such experiments by means of selected ex-
amples: such a program could be implemented with electron beams at CEBAF
or at a future pion linear accelerator (PILAC),

There has been some recent progress in identifying candidates for S = —2
hypernuclei in a hybrid counter-emulsion experiment at KEK. We discuss a
consistent dynamical interpretation of this data, and suggest some key experi-
ments, involving neutron or 7 emission from E~ atoms, which would augment
our slender body of knowledge of the properties of A A hypernuclei.

Finally, we consider the possibilities for producing and exploring the prop-
erties of multi-strange (5 < —3) nuclear systems, either weakly bound multi-A
hypernuclei with conventional weak decay lifetimes, or more strongly bound
"strangelets", quark droplets which could even be stable with respect to weak
neutron emission. Relativistic heavy ion collisions provide the best prospects
for producing multi-strange clusters. We provide some rough estimates of the
rates for strange cluster formation in central Au+Au collisions, and describe an
experiment to be carried out at the Brookhaven AGS, which will search for such
objects with a sensitivity approaching 10"11 per collision.

This work was supported by the Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-
AC02-76CH00016



2. A SINGLE PARTICLE STRUCTURE

The principal production mechanisms for A hypernuclei have been strange-
ness exchange (K~+n —* 7r~+A) and associated production (7r++n —* K++A).
The (K~,TT~) at forward angles corresponds to a small momentum transfer q,
while the (7r+,/f+) reaction is characterized by q > 300 MeV/c. Thus the
(K~,TT~) process excites predominantly non-spin-flip transitions with low or-
bital angular momentum transfer AL, while (7r+, K+) tends to emphasize non-
spin-flip transitions of maximum AL. The (7, K+) photoproduction reaction
is kinematically similar to (ir+,K+), but strongly favors spin-flip transitions.
These features are treated in detail in several review articles1"3.

55MeV

Dominant Transitions
ln8 9Y(jr+ ,K+ )8^Y

Neutrons

1s,

28 MeV

Lambda

Figure 1: Single particle states in a neutron potential well (left side, for
N = 50) or a A well (right side). The arrows indicate the major transitions
of maximum AX induced by the (it+,K+) reaction.

The dominant single particle transitions induced by the (ir+,K+) reaction
on a nucleus with neutron number N = 50 (ex. 89Y) are shown in Fig. 1. The
(TT+, K+) cross sections at 6 = 10° have been measured3 at the Brookhaven AGS
for seven nuclear targets from 9Be to 89Y. A sample of this data, for the reaction
89Y(TT+ , K+)S%Y, is displayed in Fig. 2. In spite of the coarse energy resolution
of AE w 3 MeV, a series of well defined peaks is visible in the data. These can be
attributed4 to single particle transitions from various neutron shell model orbits
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Figure 2: The excitation spectrum for the 89Y(TT+,K+)8^Y reaction at 1.05
GeV/c and 6 = 10°, from a Brookhaven AGS experiment3. The curves repre-
sent DWBA calculations (multiplied by an overall factor of 0.71) using a Fermi-
averaged Tr+n —> K+A amplitude, optical potentials fit to TT+ and K+ elastic
scattering at 800 MeV/c, Woods-Saxon bound state potentials, and the ex-
perimental distribution of neutron pickup strength from 90Zr. The (£\ <g> gZ/2)
contributions are indicated by dashed curves.

{£», in} to A orbits {̂ A> JA}- The solid line in Fig. 2 represents the results of a
reaction calculation5 in distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA), while the
dashed line shows the dominant contributions to the peaks arising from high-
spin couplings of (^A ® &J/2) configurations. The high spin of the last-filled g9/2

orbit in 89Y provides many neutrons (10 in the simple shell model limit) on
which n —* A conversion can take place, and enables the preference for large AL
and q to be satisfied. The DWBA calculation is seen to give a semi-quantitative
account of the absolute (7r+, K~*~) cross section and its dependence on excitation
energy.

An analysis cf all the (7r+,/C+) data, similar to that depicted in Fig. 2,
enables us to extract ^A, PA, ^A and f\ single particle energies as a function of
mass number A. Because of the coarse resolution AE = 3 MeV, we are not able
to resolve any spin splittings. The A-nucleus spin-orbit potential, for instance,
is known to be small6, and splittings due to spin-spin and tensor AiV forces7

are also very modest. Thus each peak in Fig. 2 represents a sum over a number



of unresolved states. Basically, the (TT+ ,K+) , as well as earlier (K ,ir ) data
provide us with the spacing of A quasi-particle levels of different orbital angular
momentum £&.

The spacings of the A levels for a given A constrain both the radius and
the depth of the A-nucleus potential well. The data on A single particle states
can be quantitatively reproduced8 by a Skyrme-Hartree-Fock mean field ap-
proach, familiar from many similar analyses of nucleon levels. In this model, the
equivalent energy dependent local potential V\(r, E) for the A is of the form

mA

U (r) =hp (r) + ?*3P
2 (r) + \ (h + t2) T (r)

(*+t)() (1)
2mA (r) 2 m A ' 4 v l

where p(r) is the nuclear density. Here, the non-locality of the A-nucleus mean
field is parametrized in terms of an effective mass m\{r). The parameters ti
are adjusted to fit the data: Millener ti aX.8 obtain to ss —400 MeV • fm3,
h +t2 « 100 MeV • fm5 and t3 » 3400 MeV • fm6. The term linear in p(r)
corresponds to a depth <o/°o K ~65 MeV, consistent with estimates based on the
free space AN interaction9. The repulsive term <3/>2(r) can be used to adjust
the radius of the potential, while the term dependent on the energy E serves
to spread out the single particle levels, enabling one to simultaneously fit the
spectra of light and heavy hypernuclei. The resulting A well depth is 28 MeV,
about 1/2 of the neutron well depth. The radius of the A potential is about 0.5
fm larger than that of p(r), due to the non-linear terms in the density.

A single choice of parameters in the mean field picture (Eq. (1)) leads to a
successful description of both loosely and deeply bound A orbitals, in contrast
to the situation for nucleon orbitals10. Unlike deeply bound nucleon-hole states,
known from (e, e'p) studies to be very broad, A quasiparticle states remain well
defined, even deep inside the nucleus.



3. PROSPECTS FOR HIGH RESOLUTION STUDIES

Coarse resolution experiments have enabled us to deduce the single particle
properties of A's in nuclei. In addition, some properties of the AN residual inter-
action have been extracted from detailed analysis11 of individual hypernuclear
spectra, for instance ^C. From the limited data on electromagnetic transitions
in hypemuclei, from (K~,Tr~'y) studies12, we have obtained some constraints
on the spin dependence of the AN interaction7, but the available information is
incomplete.

To make qualitative progress in hypernuclear structure physics, we need to
resolve the fine structure splittings, and this requires high resolution facilities.
Hypernuclear spin splittings are small (< 500 keV), so an energy resolution of
order AE as 200 keV is highly desirable. With the advent of the continuous
beam (CW) electron accelerator CEBAF, it becomes feasible to perform hy-
pernuclear experiments with real [(7, K)] or virtual [(e, e'K)] photons. Another
extremely promising alternative would be afforded by very intense pion beams in
the 1 GeV/c region, for instance from PILAC, the pion linear accelerator13 being
discussed for construction at LAMPF. We discuss these possibilities in turn.

The (K, TT) and (TT, K) reactions on spin zero targets excite only non-spin-
flip natural parity (0 + , l~ ,2 + , etc.) states at 0°. The (7, K) process, on the
other hand, preferentially excites unnatural parity states, and is thus comple-
mentary to the hadronic reactions. The leading momentum-independent part
of the fN —* KA transition operator is proportional to a • e, where a and e are
the nucleon spin and photon polarization, respectively. This term dominates
for transitions to particle-hole configurations (j]^jA)J, f°r nodeless j = £+ 1/2
orbits with maximum J = iff + £& + 1. For weaker transitions, configuration
mixing as well as the momentum dependent terms in the (7, K) operator are
likely to be significant.

Results of particle-hole calculations14 for the reaction 12C(y,K+y%B are
shown in Fig. 3. Contributions from the (s^P^AX (Pi/2 3 2P3/2)' ^sV2s-[h^
and (py2 3/2 srA) con6gurations are included. The largest (7, K+) cross section
corresponds to the highest spin (PzftPzh)^ s*a*ei which is excited with negli-
gible strength in the (n+,K+) or (K~,ir~) reaction on 12C. The strengths of
the two components of the ground state doublet (5W2 2*3/2)1",2- a r e s e e n to be
comparable, ancl hence one may be able to measure their splitting directly in a
high resolution (7,/^) experiment. Except for the measured 1.1 MeV splitting15

of the (<Sw2 •
si/2)o+,l+ configurations in j(He and jjH, no other doublet splittings

are known.
As another example of a case where one could use the (7, K~*~) or (e, e'K+)

reaction with good resolution to resolve the members of an s^ doublet, we con-
sider the 9Be(7,.K'+)^Li reaction. The AiV interaction used to estimate these
splittings is of the form

VAN (r) =V0 (r) + Va (r) aN • aA + VA (r) ?NA • aA

)Sl2 (2)
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Figure 3: Predicted differential cross sections for the reaction 12C(7, yjjp
at 2 GeV and various kaon angles 0K- Note the dominance of spin-flip transi-
tions to unnatural parity (2~,3+) particle-hole states.

The relevant PN S\ interaction can be expressed in terms of five radial integrals
V, A, 5A, Sff and T, assumed to be constant across the p-shell and correspond-
ing to the five terms in Eq. (2), respectively. The doublet splittings ^
are predicted2 to be

AE
1.21A + 1.215A + LOOT

0.69A + 0.735A - 3.3T

® 2+)

1+) (3)
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The largest contribution to AE arises from A, i.e., the <?tf -3^ interaction. The
splitting AE « 0.5 MeV of the ground state $Li doublet should be measurable
at CEBAF. Many other SA doublet splittings are probably too small to be mea-
sured directly, even with a resolution AE = 200 keV. In most cases, however,
unresolved peaks due to doublets based on different nuclear core states should
be well separated: there is information on V&N to be gained from the energy
separation of such peaks and the magnitude of the cross sections as a function
of energy and momentum transfer.

The proposed pion linear accelerator (PILAC) at LAMPF offers the excit-
ing prospect of high resolution (TT+,K+) reaction studies13, a necessary comple-
ment to the (7, K) experiments at CEBAF. PILAC would employ high-gradient
superconducting cavities to accelerate pions from LAMPF to the vicinity of 1
GeV/c, providing 109 7r+/sec on target and 200 keV resolution. This facility
would generate an unprecedented intensity of pions at a momentum near the
peak of the ir+n —* K+A cross section. The physics motivation for PILAC is
rather broad, and was developed in detail in a recent Workshop13. In addition
to the (TT+, Jif+) studies emphasized here, we also mention the possibilities for
detailed investigations of the structure and decays of N* and A* resonances,
and the study of the interactions and decays of r? mesons (a tagged 77 beam can
be produced via the x~p —* rjn process).

As an example of the capabilities of PILAC for hypernuclear structure
studies, consider the I2C(7r+, A'+)1^C reaction. Three core states of n C , with
large neutron spectroscopic factors, are important. Coupling an 5A or p\ to
these core states produces a rich spectrum of states, a subset of which can be
seen with the (7r+,/\"+) reaction. In the top half of Fig. 4, we show the cross
section3 measured at Brookhaven with AE = 3 MeV, together with the results
of DWBA calculations5. The strength of the two smaller 1~ states cannot be
extracted from this data. At the bottom of Fig. 4, we display the predicted5

spectrum for a 12C(7r+,/\+)1^C experiment at PILAC. The difference between
the top and bottom spectra in Fig. 4 is like night and day! The energy splittings
and relative strengths of the three 1~ states, for instance, are very sensitive to
the configuration mixing induced by VAJV- OtAy a high resolution spectrum can
reveal the subtle action of the AN residual interaction at a level commensurate
with our detailed knowledge of the NN interaction.

4. S = - 2 HYPERNUCLEI

For hadronic systems containing two strange quarks, new possibilities arise.
One anticipates the existence of a large array of conventional double hypernu-
clei (S = —2), containing two A hyperons in bound states, and possibly some
quasiparticle E-nucleus configurations16, where the strong decay width due to
HiV —+ AA conversion is not too large. At the quark level, there exists the pos-
sibility of more deeply bound multi-strange states, for instance the six quark
H dibaryon17(a (ssuudd) composite with J = / = 0) or "strangelets" of larger
baryon number and strangeness18. There exist other predictions of multistrange
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dibaryon states, for instance in a version of the SU(3) soliton model19, where
S~S~, EH and even Q~Q~ bound states are anticipated. These very speculative
suggestions have led to a rekindling of interest in the properties of AA hyper-
nuclei, since if these are observed to decay by ordinary weak interactions, one
could rule out the existence of the H dibaryon in a certain mass region. That is,
unless the H hides close to the AA threshold, one should observe strong decay
(ex. AAHe ~* H + 4He) rather than weak decay. The study of AA hypernuclear
spectra is also of interest in its own right, since one can explore the SU(3) struc-
ture of the baryon-baryon strong interactions, for instance by comparing the
2So AA and nn interactions, This sheds light on the nature of SU(3) symmetry
breaking20 of the strong forces of QCD.

In early emulsion experiments with K~ beams, evidence for the existence
of AAHe and AABe was reported21; the soundness of the AABe interpretation was
reaffirmed by Dalitz et al.22. Recently, new experiments have been done at the
KEK facility in Japan with a 1.66 GeV/c K~ beam23. A K+ was detected
to tag the formation of a E~ via the K~p —* K+"E~ reaction, and the E~ was
slowed down and captured at rest in emulsion. The resulting E~p —* AA process
can then produce states of single or double hypernuclei. An event was seen by
Aoki et al/'3 which is kinematically consistent with the formation of AABe or
AAB. The ^AB interpretation, pointed out by Dover et a/.24, is consistent with
the following reaction chain:

E" + 14N -»n + A^C* - n + p + A^B (4a)

A^B -7T- + 13C (46)

^C ->2n + 3He + 4He + 4He (4c)

Eq. (4a) corresponds to a sequence of two-body decays, proceeding through a
relatively long-lived excited state

A ^ C * « ( l 5 ) A ( l p ) A ® 1 2 C * ( T = l ) (5)

at about 24 MeV of excitation. Here 12C* is an isovector core state (the 1+

at 15.1 MeV or the 2+ at 16.1 MeV). This attractive AA interaction energy
ABAA = 4.8 ± 0.7 MeV (an (sA)2 matrix element) is consistent with earlier
results21 from AAHe and AABe. For comparison, we note that the corresponding
^ o (SN)2 matrix element is 5-8 MeV, while the (s\spi) AN matrix element
(from the AHe binding energy) is 2-3 MeV. Thus the AA(1So) interaction seems
to be more attractive than that for A.N (JSo), and comparable to NN ^So).

The relatively large value of ABAA poses an interesting theoretical prob-
lem. The 1So, S = —2 dibaryon interaction presents a rather special situation in
the quark model, because of the possibility of a bound state, the H. In the SU(3)
limit, the H corresponds to the unitary singlet combination of AA, HE, and SN
channels at short distances. In the meson exchange picture, the ^ o (AA —• AA)
interaction is attractive24, and we do not ercpect strong short distance repul-
sion due to quark-gluon exchange, due to the strong channel coupling25. Thus
AB A A > 0, corresponding to attraction, is expected in any reasonable model.
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There are other interesting prospects for studying AA hypernuclei, without
relying on the observation of weak decays, as in Eqs. (4b, 4c). Zhu et al.26 have
estimated a branching ratio of order 3% for the reaction

E- + 6Li-»A^He + n (6)

This process is amenable to study, with the beam intensities available at the
new high momentum K~ line at the Brookhaven AGS, currently being used for
two H dibaryon searches27'28 via the reactions

E~ + d -*H + n (7a)
K~ + 3He ->K+ + H + n (76)

For heavier p-shell targets, the (ls\)2 ground state yields in the H~ + A7< —>
AA(Z — 1) + n reaction are suppressed26, and states of structure (IsA 1J>A)> cou-
pled to an excited core, are more strongly populated. Eqs. (4a) and (5) provide
an example of this selectivity. Experimentally, one could also look for El 7 rays
emitted from excited AA hypernuclear states; some examples are given by Zhu
et al.26.

More experimental data on S — — 2 hypernuclei are required before we
can quantitatively explore a number of interesting questions, such as the spin
dependence of the AA interaction, the breaking of SU(3) symmetry, and the
implications for the existence of the H. Experiments with 1 .5-2 GeV/c K~
beams at the AGS and KEK should be energetically pursued.

5. MULTIPLY STRANGE COMPOSITE OBJECTS

If we start with an ordinary nucleus, say 208Pb, and start replacing neu-
trons by A hyperons, we can add many units of strangeness before the system
becomes unstable with respect to strong decay29. These multi-A systems would
have binding energies per particle B/A of a few MeV, and decay weakly with life-
times of the order of 0.2 ns, due mostly to the non-mesonic process AN —»• NN.
There may also exist systems18, called "strangelets", which have \S\ « A, but
possess a much larger B/A than an assembly of A's. For sufficiently large A, de-
pending on the choice of bag pressure and quark-gluon coupling constant, these
objects could be stable with respect to both strong and weak nucleon emission.
In a "strangelet", a strange 5 quark is not necessarily correlated with a (ttd)/=o
pair to form a A; the s quarks are confined in the volume of the strangelet as a
whole, but not within an individual A.

Berger and Jaffe30 have provided a strangelet binding energy formula of
Bethe-Weizacker type:

B (A, Y, Z) /A = av- «sM1/s " ( ^ + ^ ) (Z - Zmin)
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In addition to volume (ay), surface (as) and Coulomb (ac) terms which also
occur in the usual nuclear mass formula31, Eq (8) contains a term dependent on
the hypercharge Y. For ordinary nuclei, we have ay = 15.5 MeV, the binding
energy per particle of infinite nuclear matter. Eq. (8) can be used to explore
the regions of stability30 against strong and weak neutron decay. For Y = Fmin,
Z = Zm[n, the intersection point of the strong and weak decay regions corre-
sponds to A = Amin, where32

.1/3 _ 2o5 ^ 60 MeV
m m 3ay ay

The value j4mjn is significant for experiments, since it represents the lightest
object with Y = ymin which is likely to be long-lived (lifetime r >• T^ RS 0.3
ns). Strangelet searches may be viewed as placing a constraint on ay. Based on
later estimates of production rates (see Fig. 5) it is likely that ay > 30 MeV is
required if these objects are to be observable in high energy heavy ion collisions.

The only practical way of producing multi-strange hypemuclei or strange-
lets in the laboratory is by means of relativistic heavy ion collisions. In an
encounter between heavy ions, each of the independent nucleon-nucleon col-
lisions is capable of producing an ss quark pair. It is already known from
AGS experiments at 15 GeV/A that substantial numbers of strange particles
are produced in heavy ion central collisions33. Searches of modest sensitivity
for long-lived strangelets have already been performed34, with negative results.
However, to obtain a meaningful test for the existence of strangelets, very high
sensitivity measurements are required. This is the goal of experiment E864 at
Brookhaven35, which can attain sensitivities e in the range 10~10 to 10~H per
collision for the detection of a variety of long-lived (r > 5 — 10 ns) objects of
either positive or negative charge. These include anti-nuclei (d, i) and unusual
nuclei (8He, etc.) as well as strangelets. The production of J's has been seen at a
very low rate in experiment E858 at Brookhaven36; clearly very high sensitivity
will be required to detect £'s.

There are no quantitative estimates of strangelet production rates in heavy
ion collisions, but there are some interesting conjectures on the distillation of
strange matter in the hadronization of quark-gluon-plasma37. To set the scale, it
is perhaps useful to provide estimates for the formation of multi-strange objects
via a conventional hadronic coalescence mechanism38. This is a conservative
approach which neglects other production processes in dense matter which may
occur at an earlier stage of the collision, before freezeout. For non-strange nu-
clei, the coalescence picture is well established39 at BEVALAC energies (0.4-2
GeV/A). We write the number of clusters N(A, S) of baryon number A and
strangeness S produced per collision as

(10)

In the coalescence picture, the addition of one unit of baryon number (S = 0) to
a cluster corresponds to a penalty factor P, while the conversion of a non-strange
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quark u, d to a strange quark s at fixed A leads to a strangeness suppression
factor A. Thus we have

N(A,0) ~ A ' Na ~P

In the thermal model40, we have

5 XT = h/(2irmpT)1/2 (12)

where /3P is the proton density at freezeout, Xf is the thermal wavelength, and
T is the temperature. From the t/p and a/p ratios39 measured in 2 GeV/A
collisions at the BEVALAC, we obtain P s=s 0.2. For the higher energy AGS
collisions, T is larger, and we estimate P « 0.1 from Eq. (12). The factor A can
be estimated in several ways: 1) from the observed A/p ratio at AGS energies
(A w 1/10); 2) from the measured41 probability ratio P(ss)/P(uu) in a variety
of leptonic and hadronic collisions (A ~ 0.1 — 0.15); 3) from the assumption of
thermal and chemical equilibrium of rtrange particles

1/2 e - ( m A- 1A « (NK-/NK+)

All of these estimates lead us to the approximate value A « 1/10, which we
adopt here. Extrapolating the observed39 ratio Na/Np « 5 x 10~3 (Ne+Pb at 2
GeV/A), we estimate Na/Np « 2 x 10~3 or Na « 1/4 for Au+Au collisions at
the AGS. Our rough guess is then

N (A, 5) as lpA~4xW w llO4"^-!5' (14)

An experiment with sensitivity e = 2.5 x 10~n could detect fragments with

\S\ + A<3 + n (15)

with n = 11 for the E864 experiment. Eq. (15) illustrates the importance of
high sensitivity; a change of one order of magnitude in e shrinks the accessible
domain in |5 | + A by one unit. The region of Eq. (15) is enlarged somewhat if
one considers NN collisions which produce more than one $5 pair (the thresh-
olds for NN -+ EKKN and NN -> 9.-RKKN are at 51/2 = 3.25 and 4.1 GeV,
respectively). With the guess N(Z)/N(A) «' A/10 « 10"2 (the additional 1/10
from the restricted phase space for the E), we arrive at the region of sensitivity
for E864 shown in Fig. 5.

Strangelets are predicted to lie near the line S + A — 0 in Fig. 5, so one
should be able to see such objects with up to seven units of strangeness. It is
not clear if such relatively light strangelets are bound; Farhi and Jaffe18 argue
that systems with A < 6 are unbound, on the basis of explicit calculations in
the quark shell model. Note that E864 will also be able to find stable dibaryon
states with high strangeness |5 | < 5, if such composites exist19.
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Figure 5: Region of sensitivity of experiment E864 in the (5, A) plane, based on
simple coalescence estimates for the production rate of multi-strange clusters.

The strangelets are predicted18'30 to be of higher density than ordinary
nuclei, perhaps 1.5-2 PQ. Our coalescence estimates are normalized to the a
which has a central density (in a very small volume) comparable to that of a
strangelet. Thus we hope that wave function overlaps for a strangelet are not
much smaller than we have estimated. Since we have included no explicit de-
pendence of coalescence factors on the binding energy, our estimates might be
taken to apply to formation rates for ordinary multi-A hypernuclei as well.

The question of the stability of multi-strange composite objects is of fun-
damental importance in both nuclear and particle physics. A strong theoretical
and experimental effort to explore the flavor physics of many-body systems rep-
resents a very high priority, and an excellent example of the "intersections" of
the two fields.

6. OUTLOOK
There are many exciting prospects for advances in the field of strange par-

ticle nuclear physics. The CEBAF and proposed PILAC facilities, providing
intense 7 and it beams, offer an entry point into the domain of high resolu-
tion S — —\ hypemuclear spectroscopy. Construction of a KAON factory, with
intense K~ beams, would enable great strides to be made in exploring both
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S = — 1 and S = —2 systems, qualitatively expanding our very limited knowl-
edge of the latter. For the production of 5 < — 3 objects, the study of relativistic
heavy ion collisions is the most promising method, providing a fighting chance
to find stable strange quark droplets or other exotic composites, if they exist.
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